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HYBRIDIZATION 'l'ECHNIQ.UES ON SUBCI.OVER, 
TRIFOLIUM SOBTERRANETJ.tl LmR. 

INTRODWTION 

Subclover, also known as subterraneum clover .. is a 

winter annual legume that 1s well adapted to western 

Oregon., It thrives well. in the relatively warm. moist 

winters and drY.' summers. 

~is clover is relished by all kinds of livestock. 

It is suj,ted to cropping as hay, s ·uage or pasture. How

ever, 1t is best adapted for use as a pas~ure plant and 

has persisted under very cl.ose grazing since 1930 in 

Oregon (8). 

The first commercial seed harvest in Oregon was 

1n 1941 with less than 50 acres being harvested. By 1952 

there were 2150 acres harvested for seed with a produc

tion of 430.000 pounds valued at 153,500. 

Subolover is quite variable in plant types. More 

than forty different strains hava been isolated and 

recognized (8). These strains are grouped into types 

according to date o:£ maturity as early•. lll1dseason, and 

late. The early strains are low in forage and seed 

production as compared to the m1dseason and late strains. 

There is a real need f'or high producing early strains for 

http:SOBTERRANETJ.tl
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those areas ot low raintall. 

Stem rot (Sclerotinia tr1tol1orum), a disease that 

atta'Cks subol.over, is se~dom completely destructive but 

can certainly reduce s~ands. No effective cultural con

trol measure is known as yet. Therefore it might be 

possible to develop resistant strains. 

Thera is then a need for some breeding work on sub

clover~ Considerable difficulty has been encountered 1n 

developing an effective method or emasculation in What 

breeding that has been done on subclover to the present 

t~. A study then was initiated in 1949 on some hybridi

zation techniques on subclover. 

REVIEW OF LI'fERATURE 

Subclover (TrU'olium subterr:aneum) Linn., is a 

native of the Mediterranaan regions of Europe, Asia and 

Africa (8) • Its forage value was first recognized in 

Australia. This legume was then ·introduced into the 

United States from Australia. The first plantings were 

made 1n Oregon 1n 1922 on the Agricul.tural. Ex.pe.ri.m.ent 

Station at Corvallis 1n cooperation with the 

united States Department of Agriculture. It did not re

ceive widespread attention 1n Oregon until 1937 according 

to Rampton (8) • 
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Since 1937' McMillan (6) and later Yates and others-

throughout Australia have been working on th~ hybridiza

tion .of new strains ot subelover tor production 1n certain 

are-as· and Ul'lder particular environments. Considerable 

difficulty was encountered in this b.ree41ng program.. 

Flowe:rin.g Habits 

i'ha smallness of 1ts flower and the :f'1owering habit 

ot subcl·o-ver make it too difficult to manipulate for 

h,yb:ridizat_ion in the t'ield• lloMill.an (6). pointed out in his 

st.u.dia:s,. Therefore the plants were tr:ausplant.ed t .o pots 

and then were grown 1tn the grs.enhouse to~ ttJlla.Sculatlon 

and crossing. 
2It was determined by A1tken that flowering in all 

varieties ot subelover is accelerated by increasing day 

length to approx1mat~l1 l4 hours or more. as long as. the 

temperature lev~l is not too high.. The results indicated 

also that varnalizat1nn of :tour to eight weeks is needed-
as a preliminary step to long day treatment,. it plants 

have to be grown ln the s-umm:er for tl.owering... 

lpers~nal letter to the au'tllor :from J. 1. Yates, Institute 
ot Agriculture~ university o~ West.ern Australia, Nedlands ., 
Austr~a- 19.53. 

7ersonal lett.er to tlle author from Yvonne Aitken• Uni
versity of Mel.bourne, Australia~ 19;3. 

http:Austr~a-19.53
http:tr:ausplant.ed
http:lloMill.an
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)

Yates results show that flowering at above normal temper

ature can be achieved by subjecting p~ants at the runner

bud stage to a temperature of 10 degrees centigrade for a 

period of some weeks. There is no doubt that temperature 

at the time of flowering has considerable e:t'teot on seed

setting. Yates' resUlts indicate that continuous 

temperatures of JO degrees centigrade completely inhibits 

seed-set, temperatures ot 25 degrees centigrade consider

ably depresses seed-set, while at temperatures ot 20 

degrees centigrade and below there is no noticeable 

depression of seed-setting. 

Emasculation Techniques 

The first recorded technique of emasculation of sub

clover '"as by McMillan (6). The first attempts to 

emasculate the flower were made by slitting the calyx and 

removing the anthers from a lateral position. Whenever 

the calyx was injured, the flower died. The next attempt 

was to split the keel of the corolla with the point of a 

needle, thus exposing the ten anthers. This was done at 

3Personal let;ter to the author from. J. J. Yates, Institute 
ot Agriculture, University of Western Australia, 
Ne,dlands, Australia, 1953. 
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the stage at whioh the corol1a protruded about 1•2 mms be• 

yond the calyx.. Then the anthers were torn loose t~OJn the 

filaments and scraped out of the corolla with a blunt 

needle. This tec;hniqlle proved to be both laborious and 

often injurious to the pisti_l. 

Emasculation techniques have been worked out tor a 

number or different crops such as ri~e, wheat, broms

grass, tall fescue, sweet clo'¥'8r• alt"alfa and sesame. A 

number of these techniques were studied to determine the 

possibility of adopting or suggesting a more efficient 

means for emasculation of sqbolover. 

A technique called the clip method was devised by 

MulemboyaB ( 7) for the emasculation of rice. The end of 

the gl.umes were c.lipped ott prior to the ti.nr3 the gl.Ulll6s 

openecd. The anthers then were removed by use of forceps. 

Also the split method of mechanically 1'orc1ng apart the 

glumes with forceps and removing the anthers was used. 

The flowers then olosed normally after emasculation. it 

the operation was done carefully. 

Suneson (9) observed widespread sterility in wheat 

that was expose-d to frost at the bloom stage. In a 

series of experiments partial emasculation was obtained 

ot wheat by subjecting the plantrs to temperatures vary

ing between 27 degrees Fahrenheit and 36 degrees 
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Fahrenheit tor 15 to 24 hours. 1 to 5 weeks before the 

heads emerged from the boot. 

A ~/ critical study on bulk emasculation of 

smooth bromagrass by the use of hot water, hot air, and 

cold air Vf8S conducted by Domingo (3}. These studies 

indicated that there was a differential 1n the thermal 

death points of male and female gametophytes. The .most 

effective temperatures appeared to be 46 degrees centi

grade and 47 degrees centigrade tor 5 minutes. Hot water 

gave more consistent results than hot air. 

Clark's (1) studies on hot water emasculation of 

certain grasses showed that treatments at mid-day were 

Just as e:f'fective but less inJurious to the plant than 

treatments earlier in the day. Crowley (2) in his 

studies on hot water emasculation of taJ.l fescue determin

ed that there was no signit"1eant difference in seed-set 

among the various times of the day 1:rom hot water treat

ment at 46 degrees cent.igrade for 3 minutes. Treatments 

were made every three hours. The first treatment was 

made at 4:00 A.M. and continued throughout the day until 

10:00 F.M. 

Kirk (4) de.vised a suction method for the emascu

lation of sweet clover flower. A fine tapering point 

made tram glass tubing that was inserted into rubber 

tubing was used to suck up the anthers and pollen. This 
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method was 87 percent successful. 

In alfalfa emasculation Tysdal. (10 l immersed the 

exposed stigmatic colunm in 57 percent alcohol tor 10 

seconds. It was then washed of~ with water and dried be-

tore pollination. The standards were c1ipped off and 

then the flower tripped to expose the stigmatic column 

tor treatlllent. This technique was :found to be much f'aster~ 

simpler~ and more efficient than the suction method. 

Kraus4 suggested the possibility of using a l per

cent napthal.enaoetio acid, a chemical growth regulator, 

in a lanolin paste as a means of rendering the pollen 

grains non-functional.. The paste would be applied on the 

outside of the keel at the point where the anthers are 

located. He postulated that the napthalenaoetic acid 

might move laterally through the keel and anthers to the 

pollen grains :raster than 1 t would be translocated to 

the ovules and destzoy them. 

Hills5 1D. 1950 describes an improvement of 

4statemsnts made to author by E. z. Kraus, Oregon State 
College ., Corval.lis,. Oregon, 1950. 

5personal letter to the author from L. K.. Hills, Common
weal.th Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, 
Canberra, Australia, 1950. 
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cMillan' s (6) earlier emasculation technique. The edge of 

the corolla was grasped 11th a pair of :rorceps and by gent

ly pul~ing, removed the whole corolla and all of the 

anthers without bursting them. This then left the calyx 

with the pistll inside ready for pollination a day or ~wo 

later. The emasnulati.on was done prior to ripening of the 

anthers. 

After emasculation and pollination oM1llan (6} 

placed the plants inside a chamber in which a high 

humidity was maintained. They were kept there tor 

several days until there was evidence of seed setting. 

The actual percentage of successes obtained in crosses 

following emasculation 1n subclover by Yates6 ould indi

cate that high humidity has very little effect. The 

extreme variation and the small nu.mbar of pollinations 

concerned suggest that the data may not give a true 

picture of the situation. 

Langhan (5), cantronted with the same problem of 

maintaining high humidity for the stigmatic column atter 

emasculation on sesame used gelatin capsules. He merely 

inserted one-halt of a capsule over the stigmatic column 

bi>ersonal letter to the author from J. J. Yates, Insti
tute of Agriculture, University of Western Australia. 
Nedlands, Australia, 195.3. 

http:emasnulati.on
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and a leaf e: The leaf served the dual purpose or support 

and source of humidity for the stigma. 

Cytological studies 

Yates and Britton (ll) made a cytological study on 

(Tritol1wn subterraneum) to determine the reason tor the 

wry low percentage or lack of successful 1ntervar1etal. 

crosses. Their work shows that Ur. Barker, Yarloop. 

Dwalganu;p, nigup, Burnerang, and Red Leaf varieties of 

subclover each have 8 pairs of :fairly small chro.moso.mes 

with little Tar1ation 1n chromosome morphology. Yet 

Palestine and Israel strains han only 6 pairs of large 

chromosomes bearing no apparent relationship to those 

other strains but being the same 1n number and similar 

1n size to those of · ic1a sativa. 

'!'he difference in the number of chromosomes and 

morphology , of the ohro.moso.mes may explain the faUure to 

obta.1n crosses involving Pal.estine or Israel. It does 

not explain the low percentage of successful crosses 

between the other varieties. Yates and Britton (11) 

feel that further work needs to be done to determine the 

cytological basis of the incompatabillty within the 

whole species. 
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MElfHODS .AND MATERIALS 

Plant Development 

This study of hybridization techniques on subclover 

was made on plants rroa each ot the five varieties grown 

in the greenhouse during the win.ter months of 1949~ 1950, 

1951, and 1952. Each plant was grown from seed to matur

ity in rour-ineh ela,y p"Ots.. Every effort was made to get 

profuse .flowering. The plants were grown 1n a soU 

mixture of five parts sandy loam and three parts of leat 

mol.d to which small amounts of a 16·20-0 .tertll.izer 

mixture was added at the end of the first, second, and 

third weeks of plant growth. Five plants, one .of ea~ll 

variety, were left unten111zed to serve as qheoks. 

Inoculation was .made by adding small amo1mts o't 

soil taken .from fields of subclover that had well 

nodulated roots. 

When planning to make crosses between varieties 

with difterent maturing dates it is necessary to adjust 

the planting date so that flowering of both varieties 

will coincide. A difference of one to two weeks in 

planting time between early, mld-seasoD• and late 

varieties was .made. 
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Flowering Habits 

Since subolover is a winter annual and these studies 
. 

were .made during the winter season, the length of day was 

inareased to induce flowering. This was accomplished by 

use of a three hundred \vatt light bulb in a metal. reflect

or.. A light was used tor each four to five square fee·t 

of benoh top and was suspended at a height of about two 

feet above the· plants. Lights were turned on eaoh day 

just prior to dusk and l.e:tt on to increase the day length 

to about twenty hours. The increased heat from the ·light 

bulbs necessitated .more frequent wateT1ng of the plants 

to prevent wilting. 

Emasculation ·Teehniques 

Since subclover is a highly self-pollinated plant 

it was necessary to emasculate or otherwise render the 

pollen non-functional prior to hybridization •. 

The following varieties of subclover were used in 

these studies: Mt. Barker, Nangeela, 'l'allarook, Yarloop, 

and White seeded. 

The first emasculation technique of slitting the 

keel was similar to that described by McMillan ( 6). All. 

of the petals were removed, then the ten anthers were 

detached instead of just slitting the keel. and removing 
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the anthers. This left just the calyx and the exp~sed 

.sti.g,matic ·column. This procedure was done with a pair 

of fine :forceps and a low powered binocular lens with 

magnification of twenty diameters. 

A number of flowers \vere examined under the micro

scope to determine at what stage of flower growth, 

emasculation should be done to prevent self-pollination. 

t the same time while observing the anthers and stigma 

a study of the morphology of' the pol~en grains and of 

the stigma was made. 

Alcohol immersion is a technique that Tyadal {10) 

developed for alfal.f'a emasculation. 'i'his s8lll6 procedure 

as Tysdal used, of clipping the standards then tripping 

the fJ..ower to ex;pose the stigmatic col.umn tor immersion 

in alcohol, was performed. The entire flower was 

immersed in a small beaker containing the alcohol for 

the time intervals of five,. ten or fifteen seconds. Two 

different alcohols were tried for this treatment, ethyl 

and 1sopropl~ and two different strengths of 57 percent 

and 66.5 percent were used.. After imtnersion the flowers 

were rinsed in a beaker of water and then dried ott with 

an air .syringe. Two flowers for each of the twelve 

different emasculation treatments were not pollinated to 

determine the efficiency of the treatment. The other 
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f'lowe~a for each treatment were all cross pollinated, 

The stage of flower development when the i"lowers 

WU'e tripped was at abou~ half bl,oom1 '!hess t~e:atmanta 

were made prior to the detalled study as ~o time of' da

h~scing or the anthers ill r•gards to stage o:r f 'lower 

deveJ.opment t 

Another technique . attempted was to chill one plant 

or- each var1,ety at )0 to ;.4 decx-ees Fahrenheit for 

twe:nty~tour hours in a refrigerator. Check plants .of the 

same varieti-es were lett 1n the. gr-eenhouse .tor comparison. 

The su:bclo-ver plants had. just started to bloom: when tb.ey 
-

ware Sub·jeeted to Mus treatment. A1l ot tha fl.owers 
I 

that were ohtlled were tagged as to the sta.ge o:f deYEllop

ment at the time of chllling.. 'rllen the flowers that

appeared atte:r chUJ.1ng were tagged at two-day intervals 

qp to two· weeks tollow:l.Ag the· eold treatment, At harvest 

tim& rec.ords were made of the se·ed set from. the ve.rioua 

atag$s ~ t':LQWer development from the tlnul or chUl

7 
The suggestion of Kraus t:O try a l. percent 

,napthuenacetic acid 1Jl lanolin paste was the basis of 

7State.DlSnts made ~o th~ author byE,. J• Kraus,. Ooregon 
· State Ool~ege. C.orval11s, Oregon,. 1950~ 

http:tollow:l.Ag
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this JDSthod for emasculation of subolover. First it was 

necessary to remove the standard and wings fro.m the 

flowers before this paste could be applied to the outside 

of the keel. This application was made at the point where 

the anthers are enclosed within the keel. It is necessary 

to warm this lanolin paste to a temperature that will make 

it quite sort yet not a liquid. A very small, thin glass 

rod was used to apply the paste on the flowers. These 

attempts re made a day or two prior to the dehisoing of 

the anthers .. 

Removal or the corolla is the same technique that 

Hllls8 described. The proc~dure is to grasp the edge of 

the corolla with a pair or fine forceps and by gently 

pulling, the entire corolla with attached anthers is re

moved in the single operation. This was done at the 

stage when the tip of the standards are about one 

.millimeter shorter than the calyx tips. This is just 

prior to the ripening of the anthers and 1hen the flower 

is in a tight bud stage. 

Humidity Chamber 

Several of the emasculation techniques that were 

spersonal letter to the author from L. K. Hills, Common
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,
Canberra, Australia, 1950. 
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t-riad left an exposed stigmatio colu.mn to Wither up and 

die at the normaJ. greenhouse humid!ty and temperature. 

It became necessary to devise so.me means of providing a 

high humidity for the exposed floral organs. One attempt 

was to place the plants that had emasculated flowers • 

under the greenhouse bench just atter the dirt floor had 

been soaked down well with water. 

Another method was that suggested by Langhan {5) 

when he used gelatin capsules on sesa.me atter e.masoula

t.ion. On~-halt of a number zero gelatine capsule was 

inverted ·over an adjacent subclovar leaf that had been 

wrapped around an exposed stigmatic column and cal.yx. 

It. was necessary to remove at least one-halt of the leaf 

prior to wrapping it around the flower parts. 

Still another attempt to provide tlle proper 

humidity for the exposed floral parts was tried. This 

method as to place the entire plant inside a humidity 

chamber. This particular chamber was a metal lined 

cabinet of approxinlately three feet square and six teet 

high. A small jet of water was introduced into the top 

of the chamber through a water p.1,pe, then was atomized 

to give a tog-like spray throughout the. entire chamber. 

This chamber was made to use for the study of downy 

mildew on hops. The plants were placed inside the 

chamber, then the door was closed. 
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A final atte.nwt to provide a means of' maintaining a 

high humidity was that of a window glass, enclosed chamber 

as shown in Figure l" Four windows that were three :feet 

square with six panes o:f glass were used for the eonst.ruc

tion .of the chamber. Three of the windows were fastened 

together at the edges to form the three sides of ~he 

aquare oha.mbe~. The other window was used to make the 

top of the chamber. The fourth side was a veneer panel 

that was cut 1n halt and hinged so it opened outward from 

tha top. A three~inch layer of peat moss was placed in 

the bottom. on the top of tar paper and then saturated 

with water to provide the source of humidity.. 

c.rossing Procedure 

A number of' emasculated flowers from each of the 

techniques d.escribed were not pollinated. This was to 

serve as means of' checking ett1cienoy ot each emascula

tion technique. 

Crossing was done by the use of f'resh flowers with 

ripe anthers. The flower from the desired variety to 

serve aa the mala was tripped and held open by a pair of 

forceps. The ruptured anthers and looae pollen was 

brushed on to the stigma of the flower to be pol.Unated•. 

This was done immediately after emasculation or at the 

end of 24 hours. 
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Figure 1. The glass enclosed 
humidity chamber. 
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The earlier attempts at crossing were done by pick

ing up the pollen with a ca.t1111ls hair brush from a tripped 

flower and then gently brushing the stigma o~ flower to 

be pollinated. 

Crosses were made between varieties that had 

recognizable characters different from. each other. The 

rec1procal crosses when poss-ible were 'made for each 

var1et1al cross. 

The F seed from all or the crosses made each
0 

successive year were germinated on moist blotters within 

a germ1nator. The seeds were scarified bef·ore they were 

placed 1n the ger.minator to insure germ.inatlon.. The 1
1 

plants were then allowed to self-pollinate and then this 

seed was used to grow the F2 plants. .All crosses made 

1n 1949 were grown to the F2 generation to study 

segregation as a proof or crossing. The crosses made 1n 

1950, 1951, and 19~2 wUl be studied 1n the F2 also. 

Plant characteristics such as red band at the 

base ot the flower, white crescent-shaped leat marking, 

pointed heart-shaped leaf, white seed coat color and 

purple. seed coat color were used as markers in deter.m1n

1ng segregation in the F2 generation. 
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ElPERDIENTAL RESULTS 

Plant and Flower DeveloR.ment 

The addition of a 16-20~0 fertilizer mixture to pots 

of subclover hastened vegetat~ve growth. promoted earlier 

f'lowering and seed maturity. These fertilized plants as 

compared with the unfertilized checks were nearly three 

weeks earlier 1n flowering and produce'd nearly twice as 

many blooms per plant, resulting 1n a greater seed set. 

It was found that after three to :t.'ive weeks of 

plant growth under normal day length in October, November, 

or December at greenhouse temperatures of 40 to 60 de

grees Fahrenheit that the use of artificial lights would 

induce flowering. This increased day length to twenty 

hours would usually induce flowering after ten to 

fourteen days of this treatment. 

Wilting was caused by the heat of the light bul.bs 

which were used for increasing the photoperiod. This 

resulted in a very poor seed set 1f such a condition was 

not soon re.lllBdied. 

EmasotQ.ation Tecbniques 

A seed set was obtained in ·every attempt when 

varieties of subclover '\vere pollinated without emasculation. 

later study showed that the stage of flower 
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d-evelopment when the crosses were made \vas at least forty

eight hours attar the anthers normally dehim_e. The stage 

of flower development to make such crosses would be the 

tight bud stage, which is prlor to normal dahiscing oi' the 

anthers. It was round to be easier to emasculate by the 

removal of the e:orolla an,d cross than to manipulate the 

flowers to cross at the right stage without emasculation. 

The proper stage to emasculate was determined from a 

microscopic examination of a number or flowers from all 

five varieties of subclover. The anthers are a.lm.ost 

ripe when the tip of the corolla is one and a half 

millimeters shorter than the tip of the ealyx.. The 

anthers had not dehis,ced 1n most of the flowers when the 

corol.la was as long as the calyx. 

A study o'f the pollen grains showed them to be· 

oval in shape with the entire su:rfaee pitted. There 

appeared to be a suture line running longitudinally 

with the pollen grain .. 

During the winter of 1952 further examination of 

tlle: stigmatic colwrm under the microscope showed that 

within twenty-four hours after emasculation t .he stigma 

lost most o2 its glossy-l.ike sticky appearance. It was 

noticed that pol.len grains adhered very readily to the 

stigmatic surface of a freshly emasculated flower as 

compared to a flower twenty~our hours afte"r emasclllation .. 

http:corol.la
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This situation was apparent even though the exposed stig

ma~io column was kept in a humidity chamber right atter 

emasculation u;p to the time of examination a day la-ter. 

The style ot these emasculated flowers that we_re 

kept in the humidity ~bamber continued to elongate up 

to seventy-two hours afte.r emasculation.. Some of these 

styles .made a growth of an additional four to five milli

meters after emasculation. 

The slitting ot the keel technique or emasculation 

as shown in Table l was 90 percent ettlcient in emascula

tion of the subclover flowers 1n 1949. However 1n the 

process o'l removing the petals and stam&ns a number or 

the stigma~ic columns were tajured in the attempts to 

emasculate. If the injury was visible the attempts were 

not clasSified as emasculated flowers. 

Table 1. The e.ftiotenoy ot' various emasculation 
techniques on subolover. 

No. Number 
Emasculated or 

E:t'ticiency 
in 

Emasculation 
Technique Year 

no pollen
Added 

Seed 
Set 

Percent 

Slitting of keel 
Alcohol ~raion 
Chilling of plants
Napthalenaoetic Acid 
Removal of corolla 

1949 
1949 
1950 
1950 
1950 

22 
24 
S3 
)0 
20 

2 
23 
52 

0 
0 

90 
4 
2 

100 
l.OO 

Removal of corolla 
Removal of corolla 

1951 
1952 

41 
52 

1 
0 

97 
100 
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The alcoho.l emaa:culation of subelover was not as 

suocesstul as results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate. There 

was seed set on twenty-three out of the twenty-tour 

flowers that were emasculated. These must have been self

pollinated because no po~en had been added atter 

emasculation. The results 1n Table 2 indicate no 

difference between length or treatment t strength or alcohol 

or kind of alcohol. used. 

Table 2., The results of different a~cohol immersion 
treatments. for emascW..ation on subolover. 

Time of : Nt\lllber .of Flmvers : Seed-set no Pollen 
Immersion : Emasculated : Added 

: fSopropyl : Ethil ; lsopropy! : Ethyl 
: Alcohol : Alcohol : .Alcohol : Alcohol 

66.5% 

5 seconds 2 2 2 2 2 2, 2 2 
.10 seconds 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 
1.5 seconds 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

The chilling technique gave s1milar results to the 

alcohol method as is shown in Tables l and 3 • There was 

seed .set on :tifty-two ot the flfty•three emasculated 

flowers which indicates that emascUlation was not 

acColJlPllShed.. This seed set was undoUbtedly the result 

of' self-pollination since no foreign pol.len was added to 

these flowers after chilling,. Table .3 shows that there 

was no dif:terence in the seed set from chilling at the 
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different stages of flower development. 

Table ). The effect of ohilling subelover at different 
stages ·Of flower development on seed set. 

Stage of flower development Number of Number seed 
at the time of treatment flowers no pollen

treated added 

Full bloom ) J 
Half bloom 4 4 
Tight bud 7 7 
Full bloom 2 days after chilling ) J 
Full bloom 4 days after chilling 7 6 
Full bloom 6 days after chilling 5 5 
Full bloom 8 days after chilling 8 8 
Full bloom 10 days attar chilling 7 7 
Full bloom 12 days after chilling 6 6 
Full bloom 14 days after chilling ) ) 

The treatment of subelover with napthalenacetic 

acid 1n lanolin paste to emasculate the flo era gave 

negative results. No seed set was obtained as shown in 

Table 1. Every flower that was treated showed a pronounc- . 

ed twisting and abnol:'mal growth. 

The removal of the entire corolla with attached 

anthers was quite successful. Table 1 shows that this 

technique was first tried in 1950 and showed considerable 

promise. This technique seemed to be much easier to 

manipulate and was less injurious to the remaining floral 

parts. It appeared to be superior to any of the other 

methods used so it was used exclusively in 1951 and 1952. 

The efficiency of this technique for the three years was 
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99 percent. This technique of removal of the corolla 

proved to be easier to perform because in one simple 

manipulation a1l of the petals and anthers were removed. 

Humidity Chamber 

The normal greenhouse temperature of 50 to 65 

degrees Fahrenheit with a relatiTe humidity of 70 to 75 

percent resulted in the withering and drying up of the ex

posed stigmatic column following emasculation or subclover. 

The attempt to increase the relative humidity by 

watering the soil under the benches and then placing the 

plants there did not appear to be very successful. ~ !th

in twenty-four hours after the emasculated flowars had 

been placed under the bench. crosses could not be made 

because the stigmatic c-olumn was dried up. Nearly thirty 

such attempts ere made but not a single stigma remained 

receptive at the end of the twenty-four hour period. 

The use of gelatin capsules to maintain the de

sired humidity resulted in difficulties. First or all 

the rapid elongation of the leaf s~Wk pushed the capsule 

away :from the stigma and thus left it to dry out. The 

gelatin capsules were not very durable especially under 

the conditions in the greenhouse where it was found 

necessary to give the plants frequent sprinklings. 

The metal lined humid!ty chamber was quite 
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successfUl 1n maintaining an environment of high humidity. 

However the absence of light to these plants while 1n this 

chamber was detrl.mental to the plants. This was particu

larly noticeable on plants that were used repeatedly for 

em.ascuJ.atlon and crossing. It resulted in the leaves of 

the plants becoming very chlorotic 1n appearance and the 

flowers produced under these conditions could not be 

manipulated for emasculation. 

Emasculated :flowers that were placed 1n the glass 

enclosed humidity chamber gave the best and the 

.most consistent results, see Figure 1. page 17. Three 

check plants that were kept 1n this chamber for a period 

o:f nearly two weeks made very normal plant and flower 

development. Saturation of the layer ot peat moss with 

water two or t~e times a week was all that was neces

sary to maintain a relative humidity o:f 90 percent or 

higher. Notice the beads of moisture in Figure 1 show

ing condensation on the other side o:f the glass indicat

ing the high humidity within the chamber. The tempara

ture w1thin this chamber never was .more than 5 to 8 

degrees Fahrenheit above the greenhouse temperatures o:f 

;o to 6; degrees Fahrenheit. 

Crosstgg Results 

The technique of using fresh flowers that had been 
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tripped and brushing them on to the emasculati!d flower 

seemed to give better results than appl.1cation of pollen 

to the stigma with a camels hair brush. 

Each flower it was :round produced a very limited 

amount of pollen. Therefore a single flower as a pol.len 

so~ce could be used for only two or three crosses at the 

most. 

The number of seed obtained following the addition 

of foreign pollen to flowers that had been emasculated by 

the several different techniques is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. The results of crossing subclover following
different emasculation techniques. 

Emasculation Number Plowers Number 
Technique Year Emasculated of' 

Foreign Seed Set 
Pollen Added 

Slitting of keel 
Alcohol immersion 
Chilling of plants
Naptbalenacetio acid 
Removal of corolla 
RemoYal of corolla 
Removal of corolla 

1949 
1949 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1951 
1952 

97 
50 
78 
64 
21 
80 
26 

2 
48 
74 

0 
) 

19 
8* 

* Pol11nation was made immediately following emasculation. 

The slitting of the keel method of emasculation 

yielded two seeds from ninety-seven attempts in 1949· One 

ot these two F0 seeds was lost in the germination process, 

but the other one was grown to the F2 generation to study 
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segregation. 

Both the alcohol immersion and chilling of the plants 

methods gave a very high number of seed set. The alcohol 

immersion resulted in a seed set of forty-eight out ot 

fifty in 1949 and the chilling of plants gave seventy-four 

seeds out of seventy-eight crosses in 1950. It was felt 

that these were not crosses trom either technique. 

The procedure of using napthalenacetic acid in 

lanolin paste did not produce a single seed from the 

crossing ot sixty-four treated fl.owers in 1950. This 

chemical appeared to be translocated through the vascular 

system to the ovules and to render them non~functional. 

The technique of removal of the corolla gave the 

largest seed set that was obtained trom crossing follow

ing the various methods of emasculation. The 1950 re

sults of crossing yielded three seed set out of twenty

one attempts. Then in 1951 by improving on the manipula

tion of this technique and possibly the use of an improved 

humidity chamber following emasculation there was an 

increase of nineteen seed set out of eighty attempts. 

The results of 1952 were eight seed obtained from 

twenty-six crossing attempts. The 1952 crosses were 

the only crosses in which pollination was made immadiately 

following emasculation. 

Two out of the three seed obtained from 1950 
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crosses following removal of the corolla are now 1n the 

seedling stage of the F2 generation~ They will be grown 

to seed maturity to study seed coat color segregation. 

The other cross was lost in the process of germination of 

the F 0 seed. 

The 1951 crosses from this same technique are now 

in the F1 seed stage and the 1952 crosses are now in the 

F1 seedling stage. 

All of the seed obtained from crosses of this same 

technique are to be grown to the F generation fo,r study2 

of segregation to prove they are crosses. None of the 

1950, 1951, and 1952 seed from this technique have been 

proven to be crosses. 

The results of the F2 segregation of the 1949 cross 

after slitting the keel are shown 1n Tables 5, 6, and 7. 

This was a t. Barker (female) subclover crossed with a 

Nangeela (male) subclover. The Mt. Barker has the 

characters of red band around the base of the flower but 

no distinct leaf markings as can be seen in Plate 5 of 

Figure J. N,angeela has an all white flower and a strong 

white crescent leaf marking as shown in Plate 1 of 

Figure 2. 
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Table 5. Tlle goodness of fit test to a 9:3:3:1 ratio 
of two factor pairs. 

Phenotn>e Observed Calculated 

Red band on flower, white 
marking on leaf 25 25.875 

Red band on flower, 
marking on leaf 

no 
14 8.625 

No band on flower, white 
marking on leaf 7 8.625 

No band on !lower, 
.marking on leaf 

no 
0- 2.875 

Total 46 46.000 

7?- :: 7.718 which lies between P : 0.10 and 0.20 

Table 6. The goodness of fit test to a 3:1 ratio of' a 
single factor. 

Phenotpe Observed Calculated 

Red band on flower 39 34.5 
No band on flower .:J.. ll.5 

Total 46 46.0 

2 x • l..Sl which lies between P • 0.10 and 0.20 
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Table 7. The goodness of fit test to a J:l ratio of a 
single factor. 

Phenot.ype Observed Ca.lculated 

White marking on leat 34.5 
No marking on leaf 11.5 

Total. 46.0 

~ : 0.72 which lies between P =0.20 and 0.50 

The goodness of fit test of two factor pairs on 

the bas~s of independent inheritance as shown 1n Table 5 

gave a x2 value of 7.718 which lies bet~en P : 0.10 and 

0 ..20. This is a poor fit of the two factors of ::red band 

on flower and no band and the white leaf .markings and no 

leaf markings to a 9:3:3:1 ratio. 

The test for deviation of the single factor ratio 

gave a x2 value of l.Sl which lies between P : 0.20 and 

0.10 as Table 6 indicates. This is a poor tit of the 

single factor red band and no band on flower to a 3 :l 

ratio. 

The other single factor ratio as found in Table 7 

gave a x2 value of 0.72 which lies between P : 0.50 and 

0.20. This is a good fit of white leaf marks and no 

leaf markings to a 3:1 ratio. 
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Figure 2. Leaf characters of 
subclover varieties. 

Plate 1. Nangeela,
Plate 2. White seeded, and 
Plate J. Yarloop. 

Figure J. Leaf characters of 
subclover varieties. 

Plate 4. Tallarook, 
Plate 5. Mt. Barker, and 
Plate 6. Amber seeded Mt. Barker. 
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Figure 4 shows the results of a 1950 cross made 

after removal or the corolla. Plate 7 shows the leat 

shape of Yarloop (female) • Plate 8 is Mt. Barker (male) 

and Plate 9 shows the leaf character of the F1 hybrid 

plant. It will be necessary to grow this to the F2 

generB;tion to prove wheth~r or not it is a cross. 
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Figure 4. Leaf characters of 
subclover. 

Plate ?. Yarloop (female) 
Plate 8. Mt. Barker (male), and 
Plate 9. F1 Hybrid. 



DISCUSSION 

Plant and fl.-ower 4eYelopment were found to be ex

tremely important.. For su.mm.!3r :r~owe-ring according to 

~1tken9 _it, is neces·salfy to prov1d$ l.ower tetUPeraturea tor 

tour to eight weeks for vernalizati.QJl prior to bl.oom •. 

The plan~s of subcl.-over were . grcwn during the 

winter months instead ot summer because ·Of the convenience 

and tac1llti~ at hand. Flowering during the winter 

season l-vas induced by inor•:aslng the length of the P'll:oto

per1od.. 

~he Wilting ot plant.s due to the heat of the light 

globes caus:ed consider~ble.. extra :care 1n watering to 

prevent damag-e to the plants, flowers and seed-set. It 

is po.sslble that l1ghts oould ha~ b-een raised Jdgher 

above the plants and stUl han given stlfticient light 

te induce flowe.rtng. ~he two-toot height used was more 

or l:ess di.ota'Hd by the t'aci,~itieB and space available. 

Th:us n1> other height o'£ lights above t.h:e plants was tried. 

Another solution to thl.s extra heat problem ,might be t .he 

use o'f flttoreseent light which .is a cold Ught.. Perhaps 

9Fe;rson.sl. .let.ter to the author from Yvonne Aitken, 
University or Melbourne • Australia., 1953. 

http:9Fe;rson.sl
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a greater candle-power from such a cold light would 

shorten the period of increased light necessary to induce 

early blooming. 

The five varieties of subolovers that were used in 

this study were all chosen tor a specific plant character

istic as a genetic marker. Except Tallarook, which along 

with Nangeela and Mt. Bark~r, comprise the three commer

cial varieties grown in Oregon. These characteristics 

are the red band at the base of white flower in t. Barker, 

pronounced white leaf marking 1n Nangeela~ heart-shaped 

leaf in Yarlaop and white seed coat color in white seeded 

variety.• 

An adequate knowledge of the subolover flower 

morphology and physiology is deemed necessary for the 

development of the best emasculation techniques and 

crossing results. Some study was made on flower structure 

and development. There is stUl a definite need for 

further studies. The length or viability or pollen, rate 

ot pollen germination, growth after pollination, foreign 

pollen compatab1lity, and more extensive cytological 

studies are needed. 

Subclover seems to be a very poor pollen producer. 

This situation of having an inadequate supply of viable 

pollen could be one of the reasons for such a law number 

of crosses. 
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Tb.a continued eli>ngation of the style of the emas

culated flower kept 1n a humidity chamber for seventy-two 

hours suggests a long period of receptiveness. However 

the best results were obtained by crossing immediately 

atter e.mas.oulation. 

Under the microsoop~ it was noticed that the pollen 

grains would readUy adhere to the sticky surface of the . . 
stigma on freshly emasculated flower. On. the other hand. 

ditticulty was experienced in making the pollen grains 

adhere to tlle stigma of a flower e.tDS.soulated twenty•f'our 

hours pre-viously. 

It Is hardly fair to .compare the slitting of the 

keel techniqtte performed 1n 1949 with other methods that 

were tried one to three years later., The later methods 

have had the benefit of increased proficiency in manipu

lation and handling of the floral parts. Yet it is felt 

that this earliest tec.bn1que Wied is still more difficult 

to pen-·orm and also there is a greater chance at ln.fury 

to the stigmatic column .. 

The poor results of the alcohol immersion method 

appear to be due primarily to the timing factor. The 

stage of development when these flowers can be trippad 

seems to be t o or three days after pollination has 

taken place. This method does not show the promise in 

subclover as was foWld in alfalfa emasoul.ation (10). 
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The c:h!lling ()f plants as a means of' e.rnascul.a"t1on 

gave equally as poor results as alcohol immersion.. Treat

ment was made on a large number of stages in flower 

d·e.vel·opm.ent bu.t at only one tempe.rat.ure range. The next 

step to further explore the possibility of chilling as a 

means ot emas~W.atio~ on subelover w·ould be to try the 

same t-reatm.ant. at sevel"'al -different ~emperat-ure ranges.• 

No attempts were made to use hot water or hot air· 

as a means of emascW.at;1on on subclever. N.o record was 

tound or any attempts to deter.cnine if' there is a tempera

ture d1fterent1al in the killing effect between .male and 

female gametophytes in legumes' as has- been found in 

several of the grasses. The type of inflorescence of' moat 

.l.egwne flowers is not as well adapted to mechanical hand... 

ling ror hot water emaaculation as readily as the grass 

intlarescence is mani,plllated f'o.r treatment. There is 

need tor explorat-ion and study 1:n the realm or both heat 

and chilling as m..ethods of e.masculation 1n l.egumes in 

general. 

Hapthalenacetic acid was not effective as a .means 

ot .e.mascula~ion,. 1n.stead 1t attected the pist1ll.ate parts 

of the flower. At least it seemed to render the ovules 

non.-tunctional. Pe.rh.aps the use of weaker strengths of 

the acid would g1.ve better .re,sults although it appears 

rather doubtful. The necessary feature$ of course, is to 
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render the pollen non-functional without injury to the 

ovules. But such was not the case in this trial. It 

appears that this chemical as translocated through the 

vascular syste to the ovules and with no apparent 

eft'eot on the pollen. 

The removal of the corolla was the most successful 

technique primarily for two reasons: First, it was the 

simplest method and easiest to manipulate particularly 

after some practice. One simple operation of gently pull

ing the corolla with attached stamens and anthersj) loose 

from the flower does the emasculation. Secondly• there 

is less chance for injury 1n this method than any other 

manipulation tried. 

This same technique was developed independently in 

1950 just prior to receiving word from Hills10 of their 

development and use of this same technique. Apparently 

they had been experiencing considerable difficulty in 

developing a satisfactory emasculation technique in their 

breeding program 1n ustral1a. 

After developing a technique of emasculation it 

was necessary to develop some means ot keeping the stigma 

and style from drying up until well att.er 1'ertilizat1on 

IoPersonal l.etter to the author from L. K. Rills, Common
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research ·Organization,
Canberra. Australia, 1950. 
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had taken p1aoe. The most successful method tried was the 

use of a glass encl.osed humidity chamber. The onl.y disad

vantage is the possibil.ity or too high a temperature on 

clear days when the sun rays might be too intense. 

'l'he admission of most of the sunlight into the 

moist chamber, eve.n though it might be partially diffused, 

is highl.y desirable. At least the l.aok of light proved to 

be rather detrimental. to pl.ant growth and fl.ower develop

ment. The metal lined humidity chamber which ad.Jn1tted no 

light resulted in plants acquiring a very chlorotic leaf 

color and made it almost impossible to manipulate the 

flower for emasculation. 

A very high humidity and a reasonabl.e amount or 

daylight within the chamber is necessary to hold emascu

lated flowers 1n good condition tor pollination and even 

past the time of fertilization. 

Emasculation is performed so that the .flowers can 

then be cross pollinated ithout chance or sel.f pollina

tion. Varying degrees of success were obtained with 

crossing foll.owing the several. methods of emasculation. 

Tbe small number of seed set fol.lowing the 

slitting of the keel method may not be entirely due to 

the technique of emasculation. It is possibl.e that a 

poor source of viabl.e pol.len may have been used. Later 
v 

~ detailed studies of the floral structures indicate even 
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J/
at the best pollen sources are very limited even 1n fresh

ly deh~sced anthers. 

The results of segregation of one of the crosses 

attar slitting of the keel in the F generation suggest2 
the need for an inheritance study to determine what 

segregation one sight expect, The entire situation be

comes involved in a never ending cycle, There is need 

of some knowledge as to the mode of inheritance to prove 

crosses but it is necessary to have crosses to study 

inheritance, 

The large seed set obtained in crossing attar the 

alcohol. immersion probably .is the result of seli

pollination rather than crossing. Particularly 1n view 

of the !'act that nearly a 100 per,cent seed set was 

obtained after alcohol emasculation without the addition 

ot foreign pollen. '!'here doesn't appear to be too much 

possibility for this method because of the early bud 

stage in which self-pollination takes place. 

The seed set after chilling plants is almost an 

identical situation to the alcohol method. It is 

certain that self-fertilization instead of cross 

pollination had taken place. This technique might have 

possibilities because only the one temperature range 

was used. 

The success in emasculation and the number of 
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seed set after crossing with the technique of removal of 

the corolla in 1950 led to the exalusiv·e use of this 

method in 1951 and 1952. Practice 1n the manipulation in 

both emasculation and cros~ing tmdoubtedly was part of' 

the reason for the succ.ess of the 19.51 and 1952 crosses. 

Then a~so the use ot tresher pollen that probably was more 

viable than that used in cr.Ossing in earlier years 

probably increases ·chances of succt;\sstul crosses. 

The crosses following the removal of the corolla 

should be grown to F2 generation to study segregation as 

a proof of crossing. 

The high efficiency 1n this emasculation method 

for the three years gives some assurance that the seed 

set atter crossing is a result of foreign pollen. But, 

of course, it is not proof. 

The low percentage of crosses obtained following 

emasculation suggests that som.e. factor or factors are 

inhibiting the post-pollina~ion processes. A study of' 

such inhibiting factors might lead to an increase- in 

the percen.tage or successful crosses. 
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SUMIIARY AND CONCLl:EIONS 

Studies ~re conducted in 1949, 1950, 1951 and 1952 

on some of the h.fbridization techniques on subolover. Em

phasis 1n this study was made on the development ot 

emasculation methods. 

1. The emasotUatton techniques of slitting of 

the keel, alcohol immersion, chilling of 

plants, use of napthalenaoetic acid~ and 

the removal of the corolla \tare all tried. 

2. The method of emasculation by removing the 

corolla gave the best and most promising 

results. 

J • The use ot a glass enclosed humidi.ty 

chamber provided the best environment for 

emasculated flowers both prior to and after 

pollination. 
,/ ,/ 

4,., The highest percent of crosses were ob

tained following the emasculation 

technique of removal or the corolla. 

5. Certain progen.r were grown to the F2 
generation to study segregation as a 

proof of crossing and e.masculatio11. 

http:humidi.ty
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